This paper presents an original method for the analysis of multicomponent spectral data sets. The proposed algorithm is based on Bayesian estimation theory and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Resolving spectral mixture analysis aims at recovering the unknown component spectra and at assessing the concentrations of the underlying species in the mixtures. In addition to non-negativity constraint, further assumptions are generally needed to get a unique resolution. The proposed statistical approach assumes mutually independent spectra and accounts for the non-negativity and the sparsity of both the pure component spectra and the concentration profiles. Gamma distribution priors are used to translate all these information in a probabilistic framework. The estimation is performed using MCMC methods which lead to an unsupervised algorithm, whose performances are assessed in a simulation study with a synthetic data set.
Introduction
Spectral data sets resulting from observations of multicomponent substances are interpreted as a weighted sum of the unknown pure component spectra. The . Mathematically, this model is expressed as
where i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , p, respectively, index the measured spectra and the unknown pure component spectra and the index k corresponds to the spectral variable {λ k , k = 1, ..., n}. Each mixing coefficient C (i,j) is proportional to the concentration of the j-th pure component in the i-th mixture. The additive noise terms E (i,k) , k = 1, ..., n
represent the measurement errors and model imperfections. Using matrix notations this model is written as
where the row vectors of the (m × n) data matrix D contain the m measured spectra, C is the (m × p) mixing matrix, with its column vectors representing the mixing coefficient profiles of the pure components. S is the (p × n) matrix, with its row vectors containing the p pure component spectra and E is the (m × n) noise matrix.
By assuming a known number of components, the mixture analysis aim is to jointly estimate the pure component spectra and the mixing coefficient profiles. For a qualitative analysis, pure spectra are necessary to identify the chemical composition of the substances and the mixing coefficients are used, in a quantitative analysis, to evaluate the concentrations of each component. In the chemometrics community, this problem is termed by curve resolution [1] , mixture analysis [2] and factor analysis [3] while in the signal processing field this problem is called blind source separation [4] . In the sequel, the problem is referred to as spectral mixture analysis.
This paper proposes a statistical mixture analysis method using Bayesian estimation theory, which consists in assigning prior distributions to account for any available knowledge on pure spectra and mixing coefficients. The probabilistic formulation of the problem enables the use of stochastic simulation tools to draw samples from the posterior distribution from which estimates of means, variances and other statistical characteristics can be computed. In order to state clearly the contributions of this paper, section 2 gives a short overview on existing spectral mixture analysis methods which are mainly presented regarding the underlying assumptions and resolution algorithms, thus allowing to point out some of their limitations that may handled by the Bayesian/MCMC approach. The probabilistic formulation of the problem is detailed and a discussion on its relation with the positive matrix factorization (PMF) method is given. The method is illustrated in section 4 with a synthetic data set and a discussion of the behavior of the method.
An Overview on Spectral Mixture Analysis Methods
In this section a short overview of spectral mixture analysis methods is given. A more complete state of the art may be found in [5, 6] . A mixture analysis algorithm is defined firstly, by the assumptions made on the pure component spectra and their concentration profiles which lead to an objective function, and secondly by the optimization algorithm used to optimize this objective function. The main constraint in spectral mixture data analysis is the non-negativity of both the pure component spectra and concentrations. However, only accounting for this constraint does not lead to unique solution [1] . Thus, additional constraints or assumptions are required to select a particular solution. According to the way these constraints and assumptions are introduced, the available mixture analysis methods can be classified into two main categories. The first one, termed as algebraic methods, is based on Lawton-Sylvestre approach [1] , termed by multivariate curve resolution, while the second is based on a non-negative least squares estimation [7, 8] .
Algebraic Methods
As illustrated by figure 1, this approach firstly decomposes the data matrix D, using principal component analysis (PCA), and then finds a linear transformation T that transforms the principal components V and their weight matrix U into non-negative estimates of pure spectra and mixing coefficients.
Since only accounting for non-negativity does not ensure the uniqueness of the solution, this approach leads to a set of admissible solutions [1, [9] [10] [11] [12] . In order to reduce this set [13, 14] suggest to add further constraints, in addition to the non-negativity, and propose to search a linear transformation by minimizing a compound criterion, in which a first part penalizes negative estimates of the pure spectra and mixing coefficients, and the second part uses an entropic cost function to make the estimated spectra smoother and mutually independent. The optimization of the whole objective function is performed by using the simplex method. However, in spite of the theoretical uniqueness of the solution by considering the additional a priori constraints, this method may converge to local or false minimums. This is due to the fact that the convexity of the criterion is not proven and the global criterion shape is highly depending on the regularization parameters that are specified manually. Recently, this method have been revisited in [15, 16] where a simulated annealing optimization algorithm has been used, but this algorithm may also converge to a local minimum. In the signal processing community, a similar approach to Lawton-Sylvestre method, based on statistical independence of pure spectra and called independent component analysis [4, [17] [18] [19] , is used for the analysis of mixtures. To get the mutually independent signals, the transformation matrix is reduced to a unitary rotation matrix. Assuming the statistical independence, ensures the uniqueness of the solution, but it does not guarantee its non-negativity. To handle this problem, the non-negative independent component analysis (NNICA) [20] , finds a transformation matrix by optimizing an objective function that enforces the non-negativity of the estimated pure spectra. However, this method assumes orthogonal pure spectra and does not account explicitly the mixing coefficient non-negativity.
Non-negative Least Squares Estimation
This approach performs constrained least squares estimation and there are mainly two methods: alternating least squares (ALS) [7, 8] and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [21] . ALS performs a decomposition of the mixture by minimizing at each iteration the least squares criterion under the non-negativity constraint [22, 23] . The NMF method minimizes the least squares criterion by using a gradient descent algorithm over this objective function and updates iteratively concentrations and pure spectra using a particular multiplicative learning rule that ensures the estimates to remain non-negative. The key point is that the solution using only non-negativity is not unique, therefore the results provided by ALS and NMF methods depend on their initializations. In practice, the NMF method is randomly initialized [24] , while the ALS method is initialized by the results obtained with a non-constrained decomposition method such as principal component analysis (PCA), factor analysis algorithms [25] [26] [27] , or using pure variable detection methods such as simple-to-use interactive self modeling mixture analysis (SIMPLISMA) [28] and orthogonal projection approach (OPA) [29] . More recently ICA methods are also used [30, 31] as an initialization method. Similarly to the algebraic methods, additional constraints such as closure, unimodality, selectivity may be added to reduce the set of admissible solutions [32] [33] [34] . These additional constraints are accounted through either a penalized least squares estimation or a constrained estimation. In the penalized least square methods, a regularization criterion is added to the weighted mean squares criterion in order to select a particular solution fulfilling some assumptions defined a priori. This is the basis of methods such as positive matrix factorization (PMF) [35, 36] or non-negative sparse coding (NNSC) [37] . Unlike the constrained least squares methods, the PMF approach leads to an unconstrained optimization problem and ensures the uniqueness of the solution for a fixed set of regularization parameters. Coming from the fact that any penalized least squares estimation method can be formulated in a Bayesian framework, we propose a fully Bayesian approach to address the inverse problem of spectral mixture analysis.
A Bayesian Approach to Spectral Mixture Analysis
Spectral mixture analysis is an ill-posed inverse problem since the solution is not unique. Therefore, to get a preferable solution one has to use any available knowledge or additional assumptions. Therefore, this inverse problem can be successfully addressed using Bayesian estimation theory by encoding the available information through the assignment of a priori distributions on the pure component spectra and concentration profiles. The formulation of source separation and factor analysis using Bayesian estimation theory has been suggested recently in [38] [39] [40] [41] and used in signal and image processing problems. However, its application to the separation of spectral mixture data has only received a few attention [42] [43] [44] . Since only accounting for the non-negativity, mixture analysis still remains ill-posed, one has to use additional constraints or assumptions on the pure spectra and concentrations to get a unique solution. In this paper, we introduce an assumption on their statistical distributions which aims at encoding the non-negativity and the pure spectra sparsity. Before going further, let us recall the Bayesian approach to mixture analysis.
Bayesian Approach
The main idea of the Bayesian approach to mixture analysis is to encode the available knowledge on the pure spectra and concentration profiles through the assignment of prior distributions p(S) and p(C), which according to Bayes' theorem and using the likelihood p(D|S, C) leads to the a posteriori density
where the independence between C and S is assumed. Since p(D) is a normalization constant, one can write
This a posteriori density combines explicitly the a priori knowledge and assumptions on the pure component spectra and concentrations with the information coming from the measured data.
To get estimates of pure component spectra and concentrations, various Bayesian estimators [45] can be applied -the joint maximum a posteriori (JMAP) estimates are obtained by
This maximisation is equivalent to a joint minimisation of the corresponding criterion, defined by
and depends not only on the measured data but also on the prior distributions of pure spectra and concentration profiles
Each prior model leads to a particular regularization criterion. This aspect can be seen as an implicit penalty function synthesis through a probabilistic formulation of the prior knowledge. This formulation is known as a Bayesian interpretation of penalized least squares estimation methods. -the marginal maximum a posteriori (MMAP) estimates are obtained by integrating (marginalizing) with respect to S or C and maximizing the resulting posterior marginal distribution p(C|D) or p(S|D). -the marginal posterior mean (MPM) estimates are obtained from the mean of the marginal posterior distributions p(C|D) and p(S|D). In practice, the marginalization is generally performed using MCMC methods and the posterior means are calculated from the simulated Markov chains.
In the following, the proposed Bayesian inference for the analysis of spectral mixtures and its related estimation algorithm are presented. The mathematical computation details can be found in [44] .
Noise Distribution and Likelihood
Each noise sequence E (i,k) , k = 1, ..., n is assumed Gaussian, zero mean, independent and identically distributed with variance σ 2 i . Moreover, all the noise sequences are assumed mutually independent. Thus,
where
T and N (x; µ, ν) denotes the normal distribution for the variable x with mean µ and variance ν
Using this noise distribution and the mixing model, the expression of the likelihood is obtained as
Prior Distributions of Pure Spectra and Concentration Profiles
The pure component spectra are considered mutually independent and identically distributed and each pure spectrum S (j,k) , k = 1, ..., n is assumed distributed as Gamma distribution of parameters (α j , β j ). These parameters are considered constant for each spectrum over all the spectral band but may differ from one pure spectrum to another. Thus, the prior distribution of the pure spectra is
where G(z; α, β) represents the Gamma density for the variable z with parameters α and β.
T contains the parameters of all the prior distributions.
The Gamma density is expressed as
where Γ(α) is the Gamma function. The choice of this distribution is motivated by the fact that:
-it takes into account explicitly the non-negativity since p(z < 0) = 0 ; -due to its two parameters α and β, this density can be used to fit various distributions and has the Khi-2, exponential distributions as particular cases [46] . Figure 2 , illustrates three typical shapes of the Gamma density. Case (a) is well adapted to encode sparsity (concentration of the distribution in the neighborhood of zero), while case (b) corresponds, for example, to the case of a sparse pure spectrum superimposed on a background, typically consisting in the tail of a wide peak. Case (c) shows that the Gamma distribution can also lead to a noninformative positive prior. Each j-th column of the mixing matrix is also assumed distributed as a Gamma density of parameters (γ j , δ j ). These parameters are considered constant for each concentration profile but may differ from one profile to another. The prior distribution of mixing coefficients is then given as
Posterior Density and Resulting Criterion
Noting θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ] and according to equation (4) one can deduce the expression of the posterior law
The corresponding criterion takes the form
where the terms Q, R S , and R C are given by
The first term Q can be seen as a data fitting measure, while the last two terms are regularization criteria that prevent negative values of C and S.
Bayesian Formulation of the PMF Criterion and Links with the Proposed Approach
In the PMF method [35, 36] , the minimized criterion is given by
where (α, β, γ, δ) are positive regularization parameters. This regularized least squares method uses on pure spectra and concentrations an a priori cost function of the form
and corresponds to assign to the variable z a prior distribution defined as
where K(α, β) = 2β (α+1)/2 /Γ((α + 1)/2). It can be noted that this distribution corresponds to assuming a Gamma prior distribution on z 2 with parameters ((α + 1)/2, β). Figure 3 shows three typical shapes of this distribution. One can particularly note a similarity with the Gamma distribution profiles shown in Figure 2 . To make a comparison between the PMF method and our proposed approach, the following discussion can be pointed out: (i) The case α = 0, corresponds to assigning an a priori truncated Gaussian distribution. Contrarily to the Gamma distribution, when α > 0 this distribution is not appropriate to encode the sparsity since its mode is greater than zero.
(ii) In the PMF method, the values of the hyperparameters should be fixed a priori and are considered equal for all the pure spectra and for all the concentrations, which is nothing but assuming that all the pure spectra and concentration profiles have the same distribution. In the proposed inference these parameters may differ for different components and due to the probabilistic formulation, all the hyperparameters are estimated jointly with the pure component spectra and concentration profiles. (iii) Due to the non-convexity of the two criteria J 1 and J 2 when the hyperparameter estimation is added, deterministic optimization methods such as gradient or Newton-Raphson algorithms needs either a good staring point or multiple random initializations in order to reach the global minimum. To handle this optimization problem an to avoid a manual choice of the hyperparameters, we propose to use stochastic estimation methods and we include the problem of estimating the hyperparameters in the inference. 
Estimation of the hyperparameters
In practice, the parameters of the Gamma distributions as well as the noise variances are not known a priori. So, for an unsupervised processing, they must also considered in the inference. Thus, by using Bayes' theorem and assigning appropriate a priori distributions to these hyperparameters, the whole a posteriori distribution, including the hyperparameters, is expressed as
The joint estimation of the pure spectra, the mixing coefficients and the hyperparameters is then performed from this a posteriori distribution. However, this inference also needs the definition of appropriate priors for the hyperparameters, that is choosing a priori distributions allowing to set the range of admissible values of the hyperparameters, which is much easier than specifying a specific value of each parameter.
Priors on the noise variances
Each noise variance is positive, therefore an appropriate distribution is to assign an a priori Gamma distribution to 1/σ 2 i with parameters (2, ǫ) where ǫ is set to a small value (10 −3 ). This distribution is chosen because it encodes the positivity and leads to simpler computations of the a posteriori distribution p(θ 1 |S, C, D) [45] .
Priors on the Gamma distribution parameters
The parameters of the Gamma distributions associated to the pure spectra and concentration profiles are assumed as a priori Gamma distributed with parameters (2, ǫ) where ǫ is set to a small value (10 −3 ). Similarly to the noise variances, this distribution is chosen since it encodes the positivity of the parameters and leads to simpler computations of the a posteriori distributions p(θ 2 |S) and p(θ 3 |C). Note also that these prior distributions are not very informative (quasi-uniforme shape) since their mode is 1/ǫ and their variance is equal to 2/ǫ 2 .
Estimation via Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a class of stochastic simulation tools for generating random variables from probability distribution functions. These methods are extensively documented in the statistical literature (see the books [47] [48] [49] and the references therein). The main objective of MCMC techniques is to simulate a stationary ergodic Markov chain whose samples asymptotically follow the posterior density p (S, C, θ|D). Estimates of pure component spectra and mixing coefficients are then calculated from the simulated Markov chains. In the sequel, the main steps of the MCMC algorithm for sampling the posterior distribution (20) are given.
Posterior Density Simulation using MCMC
To simulate p (S, C, θ|D), at each new iteration r of the algorithm, the main steps consist in simulating 1. the pure spectra S (r+1) from
2. the mixing coefficients
3. the noise variances θ
4. the source hyperparameters θ
5. the mixing coefficient hyperparameters θ
All the stochastic simulation steps including the expressions of the conditional posterior distributions and their simulation techniques are detailed in [44] , where this method is termed Bayesian Positive Source Separation (BPSS).
Estimation using the Marginal Posterior Mean Estimator
The MCMC sampler is iterated in such a way to have M samples S (r) , C (r) , θ (r) , r = 1, ..., M from the posterior distribution (20) . The first L samples corresponding to the burn-in of the Markov chains are discarded and therefore the Monte Carlo approximation for MPM estimation is achieved byX
where X ∈ {S, C, θ}.
Illustration of the Bayesian Approach using Synthetic Data Sets

Mixture Data Synthesis
The mixture data are obtained by constructing analytically three spectral signals of n = 1000 data points. Each pure spectrum is obtained as the superposition of 15 Gaussian and Lorentzian shapes with randomly simulated location, amplitude and width parameters. 
Performance Measures and Noise Level Index
The noise level in each i-th mixture is defined as the ratio between the standard deviation of the i-th noise sequence and the root mean square of the i-th noise free mixture. It is expressed in percent. The reconstruction quality of each pure spectrum or mixing coefficient profile is assessed using a measure of dissimilarity between their recovered and their reference values. The dissimilarity is noted diss and defined by
where z ∈ {S, C} and corr(z j ,ẑ j ) is the correlation coefficient between z j and its estimateẑ j . The overall estimation performance is assessed using the global dissimilarity, defined by The estimation is better for lower values of these performance indexes. The results are also evaluated qualitatively by a visual comparison of the reference and recovered spectra and mixing coefficients. Note that the use of the dissimilarity measure is possible only when the reference spectra are available, in an evaluation framework of the methods. Otherwise, a criterion such as the lack of fit can be used to assess how the estimated pure spectra and mixing coefficients can reproduce the observed data. However, it does not measure how well the spectra and concentration profiles are estimated.
Admissible solutions
A key point in mixture analysis is rotational ambiguity since the resolution using only nonnegativity leads to a set of admissible solutions, which in the noise free case are a linear transformation of the true solution [1, 11] . A challenging task is to state the admissible solutions and to define further information or assumptions allowing to get a solution where the estimated pure spectra and mixing coefficients are as close as possible to the actual ones. To give an idea about the range of admissible solutions of the synthetic mixture data presented in 4.1, the algorithm of [10] is used to obtain a set of feasible linear transformations of the actual pure spectra and mixing coefficients yielding transformed pure spectra and mixing coefficients which also are non-negative. Assume pure spectra summing to unity and consider the transformation matrix given as
which ensures to get transformed pure spectra summing to unity thus allowing therefore to handle the scale ambiguity [50] . Figure 6 shows the values of (t 1 , t 2 ), (t 3 , t 4 ) and (t 5 , t 6 ) yielding a set of non-negativity constrained admissible solutions. It appears clearly that the rotational ambiguity is two-sided since there are transformation matrices with either negative or positive parameters. In that respect, using methods based only on non-negativity, such as ALS or NMF, yield for each initialization one particular solution among these admissible ones.
Illustration of the method
The proposed algorithm is applied to the mixture data described in section 4.1. Random Gaussian noise is added to the mixture data in such a way to get a noise level of 5% in each mixture. To run the MCMC algorithm, the Markov chains associated to the pure component spectra, the mixing coefficients and the hyperparameters are randomly initialized to random positive values. The sampler is then run for 5000 iterations and the last 1000 simulated samples are retained to calculate the marginal posterior mean estimates. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the marginal posterior mean estimates of the parameters of pure spectra and mixing coefficients a priori distributions. Note particularly that the values of these parameters are different for the three components and the values of α j are less than unity, which corresponds to assigning an a priori Gamma distribution of the first case illustrated in figure 2 . The final estimates Figure 6 . Permitted regions of the rotational parameters. These regions has been obtained using the method of [10] . The algorithm has been run with 1000 random initializations. Figure 7 . Evolution of the marginal posterior mean estimates of the parameters of the prior distributions associated to the pure spectra and mixing coefficients.
of pure component spectra and mixing coefficient profiles are reported in figure 8 . It can be noted the high similarity between the recovered pure spectra and mixing coefficients and their actual values. 
Computation time
The computation time at each iteration of the MCMC algorithm depends on the number of data points, n, in each spectrum, the number of observed mixtures, m, and the number of pure components, p. The overall computation time also depends on the number of iterations necessary to the algorithm convergence. In order to give an idea about the computation time of the algorithm, an experiment is performed by varying the three parameters (m, n, p) and evaluating the time duration of the analysis. Figure 9 shows that the running time of the algorithm increases roughly linearly with all the three parameters (m, n, p). For medium data sets, the analysis can be performed in a reasonable amount of time : for a mixture with dimensions (m = 30, n = 1000, p = 4), the running time for 5000 iterations is about 12 minutes. However, for larger data sets and higher number of iterations, the algorithm needs longer time for the analysis. 
Effect of the noise level
The noise level is increased gradually from 1% to 40% and for each value of the noise level the estimation quality of the pure spectra and mixing coefficient is evaluated in terms of global dissimilarity. From figure 10 , it can be noted that for low noise levels the pure spectra are reconstructed correctly. For a higher noise level, the pure spectra dissimilarity takes higher values since a noise components remains in the estimated spectra, however the dissimilarity of the mixing coefficients is less sensitive the noise level than the pure spectra. A possible approach to enhance the quality of the pure spectra reconstruction is to include a denoising step during the analysis by introducing a smoothness hypothesis. 
Effect of spectra correlation
In order to discuss the effect of the mutual correlation of the pure spectra on the performances of the BPSS method, a mixture of two synthetic spectra is used. The correlation coefficient of these spectra is varied while the mixing coefficient are kept fixed. This simulation is performed by a first randomly simulated spectrum which is shifted in order to deduce the second spectrum. Therefore, the correlation coefficient between the two spectra will depend on the value of this shift. The BPSS algorithm is then applied for the analysis of the resulting mixture. The number of algorithm iterations is fixed to 10000 and estimation is performed using the last 1000 realization of the Markov chain. The results of this experience are shown in figure 11 , where the performance index of the BPSS method is evaluated with respect to the correlation coefficient of the two spectra and compared with that of the NNICA method. The NNICA method is chosen because this method works under the constraint of orthogonal signals. The two methods reach their best performances as the mutual correlation is small. On the one hand, it can be noted that BPSS algorithm is less sensitive to the mutual correlation of the two spectra as compared to NNICA method. For example, for a correlation coefficient of 0.6 the performance index of the BPSS method remains acceptable. This result can be explained by the fact that, a contrary to the NNICA method, the BPSS algorithm do not optimize an independence measure between the spectra and do not impose strictly their orthogonality. Figure 11 . Influence of the spectra correlation on the algorithm performances.
Effect of a background
To discuss this effect, a mixture of three synthetic spectra where different exponential backgrounds are added to the pure spectra. Figure 12 illustrates the three simulated spectra for which backgrounds with unit amplitude are added. The performances of the analysis are discussed with respect to the background level. The result of this experience is shown in figure 12 . When no background is added, the performance index gives an information of the adequation of the Gamma density to represent the pure spectra distribution. By increasing the background level, the pure spectra will be dominated by the exponential background. In this case, the performance index indicates how the Gamma law can represent the background distribution. In the case of two backgrounds, these errors increases leading to a decrease of the performances.
As a conclusion, this simulation shows that for low background amplitude, the Gamma prior model is adequate and leads to good performances but for high background this prior model may be inadequate. In that respect, an extension of the proposed approach is to consider a generalized or shifted Gamma distribution. Another alternative is to include a step of data pre-processing for background removal or to use an a priori model in which each pure spectrum may be considered as a superposition of a sparse spectrum with a slowly varying background. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a Bayesian approach for spectral mixture data analysis has been presented. The method is based on assigning Gamma distribution as an a priori model on pure component spectra and mixing coefficient distributions. This model allows to encode both the sparsity and the non-negativity of these unknown variables. The estimation is achieved using a Markov chain Monte Carlo method which allows to simulate samples from the joint a posteriori distribution. The use of this stochastic estimation technique preclude the convergence to local minimums and yields a method working in an unsupervised framework. The only necessary parameters to tune is the number of components and the number of algorithm iterations. Some experiments with a synthetic data set have been performed to discuss the algorithm efficiency in terms of robustness against the noise level and computation time. It turned out that the method yields effective results even for high noise level in a reasonable time.
A fundamental question in curve resolution is the need to state further information, in addition to non-negativity, allowing to define the best solution among the admissible ones. By incorporating additional assumptions or constraints, like unimodality and closure, the range of admissible solutions will be reduced to a smaller set. On the other hand, a penalized least squares or a Bayesian estimation method leads to one particular solution fulfilling at best the a priori distribution model. In the proposed approach, the statistical independence and the sparsity of both the pure component spectra and the mixing coefficients are assumed. Although the Gamma distribution seems to be a good model to encode these information, but nothing guarantee that this prior model is adequate in all circumstances. In that respect, the BPSS method provides pure component spectra and mixing coefficients which are mutually statistically independent and whose statistical distribution is very close to a Gamma distribution. The performances of the BPSS method depend on the ability of the Gamma distribution to represent the actual pure component spectra and mixing coefficient distributions. If the pure component spectra are not Gamma distributed, the solution may be far from the true one and it would be advantageous to use another statistical model. For example, a model allowing to incorporate alternative information, such as smoothness of the component spectra or closure or unimodality of the mixing coefficients profiles.
